Spring Classic Tournament 2016 Rules

1. Age Groups

Players eligible for U8s will have been born 2008 and later
	Players eligible for U10s will have been born 2006 and later
Players eligible for U12s will have been born 2004 and later
	Players eligible for U14s will have been born 2002 and later
	Players eligible for U16s will have been born 2000 and later
	Players eligible for U18s will have been born 1998 and later
	Players are eligible to play up 1 age group at the discretion of the tournament committee to help boost team numbers however we encourage that this is not to the detriment of a development opportunity of less experienced club members. 
	Guesting of Players is at the discretion of the Tournament Committee and must be disclosed and approved prior to arrival at the tournament.  

A Maximum of 3 Guesting player requests per team can be made to the tournament committee. Should any team arrive with guesting players without prior notice and approval those individuals may be refused participation and a guest player selected by the tournament committee from another team may be offered. 
	U18s teams may play up to a maximum of 3 registered U20s players from the same club should they have difficulty with numbers at this age level. 
	All players must have been registered with the club they plan to represent during season 2015/2016 before 31st January 2016 unless U10s learn to play for purposes of development.
	Those teams who arrive with less than the minimum required bench must inform the tournament committee on arrival or prior to arrival to allow players to be sourced from alternative solutions at the discretion of the tournament committee.
	Registration cards must be shown on arrival, where team passes will be handed out.
	Every team should provide an Official Team List and notify of any amendments to this upon arrival at the Tournament.
	If there are any changes to shirt no’s please inform game stat officials in the clock box prior to the game commencing or at the earliest convenience.
2. Teams & Games
U8s will compete on 2 x ½ ice pads to complement ability and fitness levels and help avoid fatigue over an action packed weekend of games.  Games will be played with a rolling two and a half minute buzzer with a face off puck being dropped within 5 seconds encouraging quick changes and to avoid time wasting.  There will be no off side calls.
	Maximum Team Bench size 20 skaters + 2 Netminders; Minimum Bench size 10 skaters + 1 Netminder.  Any team who bring more than 20+2 can rotate their line up for each game but must notify the Tournament Committee of their line up 30 minutes before their next game. Any team with less than the minimum bench size must notify the Tournament Committee who will arrange additional players.
	Team roster must be handed to the host club at least 30 minutes prior to the start of the first game which should include any players that will be attending on the Sunday but not present on Saturday.  No players turning up after the roster is handed in will be allowed to play if not listed on it.
	All teams should bring 2 sets of contrasting strips with them
All age groups will play 4 Round Robin games followed by Semi-finals 1st v 4th & 2nd v 3rd, the winners will then play in the Final
	In order to maintain planned game start times there will be no on ice warm ups prior to games

All teams to be ready to take the ice 5 minutes prior to their scheduled start time. The Tournament may run ahead of or behind schedule. Tournament Helpers will make you aware if there is a substantial amendment to running times. The tournament committee reserve the right to adjust times or change scheduled ice cuts to make up time. 
Round robin group games will be 2 x 15 minute periods running clock, the last minute of the game will be played stop clock. No Timeouts allowed.
In the event that teams are tied on equal points in the round robin competition the final placing will be decided upon:
i. Results between teams (if 3 or more teams are tied then a mini league involving the results of these teams will be calculated)
ii. Goal Difference
iii. Goals Scored
iv. Number of penalty minutes received
Semi-Finals will be 2 x 15 minute periods running clock, the last minute of the game will be played stop clock, and in the event of a draw the taking of 3 Penalty Shots in accordance with IIHF rules will determine the winner. No Timeouts allowed.
Finals will be played 2 x 20 minute periods running clock, the last 2 minutes will be played stop clock. In the event of a draw sudden death overtime will be played 4 on 4 for 5 minutes, if still a draw, then 3 Penalty Shots in accordance with IIHF rules will determine the winner. 
No Timeouts allowed throughout the tournament at any time.
All penalties will be halved, a normal 2 minute penalty will be 1 Minute, 2+2 (1+1), 2+10 (1+5) & 5 + Game (3+game) with the penalty starting when play restarts after the penalty has been called. If a player receives a Game Misconduct penalty then they will miss the rest of that game UNLESS a Game Misconduct is received in the last 2 minutes of play in which case they will miss the next game also.
All Match Penalties will be assessed a suspension as in the SIH list of Penalties and dealt with by the Tournament Committee.
	All game misconducts / match penalties issued due to fighting will mean immediate ejection from the tournament and potentially the premises. This is a development weekend and while we expect competitive hockey any fighting is not welcome. 
	If a player receives a Suspension during the tournament then he will not be able to play up until the suspension is served. If a player receives a suspension during the tournament whilst playing up, he won’t be allowed to play back down until he has served the suspension
	The 5 second Face-off rule will be in force to reduce time wasting and to help the Tournament run to schedule.
	Any protest must be handed in no later than 10 minutes after the disputed game, this will be considered by the Tournament Committee, whose decision is final.

3. PRIZES
Winners/Runners up Trophies
All Star Team Awards (Voted by Coaches): Nominations must be made by the end of the Round Robin games
Spirit of the Tournament (Decided by Tournament Committee)
All Players will receive medals
4. BEHAVIOUR
It is the responsibility of each club to ensure that every member of their club is well behaved (this includes Players, Coaches, Managers, Parents and Supporters). The Tournament Organisers have the right to remove anyone from the Tournament who is unruly or who causes a disturbance. They also have the right to refuse entry to anyone whom they feel is undesirable and likely to cause problems.
Pucks and Sticks are only allowed on the ice and not in any other area within the rink.
Any damage caused to Dundee Ice Arena will be the responsibility of the offending individual and club to ensure any costs associated with repair are paid prior to the end of the tournament to the Arena Management.  We are grateful for the opportunity provided by Dundee Ice Arena who allow the tournament to be held over complete weekends and wish to continue this good working relationship.

